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Abstract 
We present a new and more rigorous analysis of the two algorithms for two-dimensional 
approximate pattern matching due to KtikkEnen and Ukkonen. We also present modifications 
of these algorithms that use less space while keeping the same expected time. @ 1998-Elsevier 
Science B.V. All rights reserved 
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1. Introduction 
The basic problem in pattern matching is to find “exact” occurrences of a pattern 
in a text. However, in many applications uch as molecular biology, text editing, and 
computer vision, it is desirable to find “approximate” occurrences of a pattern in a 
text. To define approximateness, two measures are commonly used in one-dimensional 
strings: Hamming distance and Levenshtein distance [13,7]. The Hamming distance 
between two strings x and y of equal length is defined to be the number of positions 
where x and y have mismatching symbols. For example, if x = abbaa and y = abaab, 
the Hamming distance between x and y is two. The Levenshtein distance, or edit 
distance, between strings x and y, not necessarily of the same length, is defined to be 
the minimum number of edit operations to transform x into y, where an edit operation 
is one of the following: (a) insertion of a symbol, (b) deletion of a symbol, and 
(c) replacement of a symbol by another symbol. For example, if x =abcdefg and 
y =ahcejg, the Levenshtein distance between x and y is three because x can be 
transformed into y by replacing b by h, deleting d, and inserting i. 
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In one-dimensional strings there are two approximate matching problems based on 
the two distance measures [13,7,8,5]. In two dimensions, however, the Levenshtein 
distance is hard to define though a restricted form of the Levenshtein distance appeared 
in [4,3], whereas the Hamming distance obviously generalizes to two dimensions. For 
exact matching in two dimensions, see [2,9,6, 171. 
In this paper we consider two-dimensional approximate pattern matching based on 
Hamming distances. Let C be an alphabet of size 0 which the symbols of two- 
dimensional patterns and texts are drawn from. A k-approximate occurrence of a 
pattern in a text is an occurrence that has Hamming distance at most k with the 
pattern. The problem of two-dimensional approximate pattern matching is defined as 
follows: Given a pattern P[ 1 ..m, l..m] of size m2, a text T[l..n, l..n] of size n2, and 
an integer k, find all k-approximate occurrences of P in T. This problem and all 
the algorithms below can be easily generalized to rectangular arrays. Applications of 
the problem include computer vision and multimedia systems where image data are 
searched. 
In the worst-case setting there have been several algorithms [ 12, 16,4] for two- 
dimensional approximate pattern matching, and the best one due to Amir and Landau 
[4] takes O(kn2) time. 
In the average case setting Kirkkainen and Ukkonen [lo] proposed two 
algorithms for two-dimensional approximate pattern matching and showed that their 
expected time for random input is O(kn2(log m)/m2) for k dm2/4[log, m21. These 
algorithms consist of two stages: (a) elimination stage after which a small number 
of positions can be candidates for k-approximate occurrences, and (b) verification 
stage that checks whether or not the surviving candidates are indeed k-approximate 
occurrences. However, the analysis in [lo] assumes that the expected number of mis- 
matches for candidates in the verification stage is independent of the fact that the 
candidates survived the elimination stage. This assumption will be called the indepen- 
dence assumption. 
In this paper we present a new and more rigorous analysis of the two algorithms 
in [lo] which shows that the expected time is the same O(kn2(logm)/m2) for k< [m/ 
[log, m21 1. m/2 - 1 without the independence assumption. Our analysis is stronger than 
that of [lo] in that (i) it removes the independence assumption and (ii) the range of 
k is larger. In our analysis of expected time complexity we make a novel use of the 
Chemoff bound technique. 
We also show that the two algorithms in [lo] have an undesirable factor n in 
their space complexities. Thus we present modifications of these algorithms that use 
space O(m2) in the worst case and O(k) on average while keeping the same expected 
time. 
In Section 2 the two algorithms due to Karkkainen and Ukkonen, which are called 
the linear template algorithm and the square template algorithm, are described. In 
Section 3 we analyze the expected time complexity of the algorithms for random input. 
In Section 4 we present modifications of the two algorithms. We conclude with some 
remarks in Section 5. 
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2. Algorithms 
We first describe Kiirkkiiinen and Ukkonen’s linear template algorithm. In the 
following q will denote the template size (also a sample size) and h the step size. 
A linear template Q of size q is a sequence of q evenly spaced elements (O,O), (0, h), 
. . . , (0, (q - 1)h) for some h > 1. A template Q and a point (i,j) in the text define a text 
sample Q~(i,j) = ((i,j),(i,j+h), . . . , (i,j+(q- 1)h)). A text sample f&(&j) determines 
a text sample string S(Qr(i,j)) which is concatenations of symbols T[i,j], . . , T[i,j+ 
(q- 1)/z]. Similarly, a template Q and a point (i,j) in the pattern define a pattern sample 
Qp(i,j) which determines a pattern sample string S(Qp(i,j)). 
A possible occurrence of the pattern at a text point w will be called a candidate W. 
Text samples will be selected such that each candidate contains at least r disjoint 
samples for some integer r Zk. The parameters q and r will be determined later. 
A text row that contains samples will be called a sample row. 
We will choose parameters u and v such that 
1. uv>r, 
2. a candidate w has u sample rows, and 
3. w contains v disjoint samples in each sample row. 
The sampling scheme tries to minimize parameter u, i.e., put the minimum number of 
samples in each sample row of a candidate. Since a candidate can have at most m 
sample rows, we get v = [r/ml. To satisfy uu b r, we set u = [Y/VI. That is, we take 
u = [r/v] consecutive sample rows in every m rows, and the step size h is lm/vqJ to 
have v disjoint samples in one row of a candidate. See Fig. 1 for case r <m and Fig. 2 
for case r > m. 
first sample 
1 
last sample 
1 
Fig. 1. Text samples with linear template (0,0),(0,3),(0,6) when n=31, PI= 11, r=6, q=3, u= 1, u=6, 
and h=3. 
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Fig. 2. Text samples with linear template (O,O), (0,2), (0,4) when n = 32, m = 13, 
and h=2. 
r=16, q=3, 0~2, I4 = 8. 
The set of text samples is 
1 Q~(im - e,jh) 1 1 $i< [@l,max(O,im - n)<Hu, and 
l<jG 
i 1 y +l+(u-l)q I . 
The set of corresponding pattern samples is 
{QP(U + &@I I 1 di<m, I <j<h, O<.l<v - 1). 
Since the last one of text samples QT(i, jh) in a row i should be the last one Qp( 1, h + 
(v - 1 )#r ) of the pattern samples corresponding to the last candidate (i, n - m + 1 ), we 
get j/r <n - m + h + (u - 1 )qh from which inequality j G [(n - m)/h] + 1 + (u - 1 )q 
follows. 
Let ? = UU. By the sampling scheme above, every candidate contains disjoint i = uu 
samples and 
~<yI=uu= Ii-/ulu<r+ u - 1 =r+ [r/ml - 1 <r(l + I/m). (1) 
Since the upper bounds for u and u are given by u dm and u 6 lm/qJ, the sampling 
scheme works if 
r<mlm/qJ. (2) 
The elimination stage consists of the following. 
1. Check for each text sample if it appears as pattern samples of candidates. 
2. If it appears as a pattern sample of candidate W, increment the counter of candi- 
date W. The fact that the text sample does not appear in candidate w means that it 
has at least one mismatch with candidate W. 
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3. After incrementing counters for all text samples, look at counter values of candidates. 
Since each candidate contains i disjoint text samples, a counter of value less than 
i - k means that the candidate has more than k mismatches and thus it cannot be a 
k-approximate occurrence. 
In the verification stage, we check naively for each candidate whose counter has 
value >F - k if it is a k-approximate occurrence (i.e., make comparisons until k + 1 
mismatches are found or the whole pattern has been compared). 
To check efficiently if a text sample string appears in the pattern sample strings, 
we do the following preprocessing with the pattern. With all pattern sample strings, 
construct an Aho-Corasick automaton [l]. Since there are mhv= O(m(m/q)) pattern 
samples of size q, this construction takes O(m2) time. Since two adjacent text samples 
in a row have q- 1 points in common, a new text sample string can be read in constant 
time from its previous sample string and we can check if it appears in the pattern 
sample strings in amortized constant time by using the AhoCorasick automaton. 
In Kiirkkiiinen and Ukkonen’s square template algorithm [lo], the template Q is of 
a square shape, and the text samples are placed such that each candidate contains at 
least r disjoint text samples as in the linear template algorithm. 
3. Analysis 
We analyze the expected time complexity of the linear template algorithm for random 
patterns. The time can be divided into the following. 
(a) Time for collecting text sample strings and accessing the Aho-Corasick automaton 
with these strings - step 1 of the elimination stage. 
(b) Time for incrementing counters - steps 2 and 3 of the elimination stage. 
(c) Time for the verification stage. 
The hardest part is analysis of (c). Let N,,, be the number of candidates whose 
counters have value ai - k after the elimination stage. In [lo] the expectation E[N,] 
of random variable N,,, was shown to be 0(n2/m2) and thus they had only O(k) 
time for each candidate surviving the elimination stage so as to make the time for the 
verification stage 0(kn2/m2). The O(k) time for each surviving candidate is achieved if 
the independence assumption holds. However, in order for the independence assumption 
to hold, the verification stage must use symbols which are not used in the elimination 
stage. Thus the algorithms [IO] should get more complicated and furthermore the range 
of k should get smaller because if k is large then almost all symbols are used in the 
elimination stage. 
Our main result is that we prove E[N,,,] = O(n2/m4) by using the Chemoff bound 
technique. Therefore, even though we use O(m2) time for each surviving candidate (i.e., 
the verification stage can use the symbols that were already used in the elimination 
stage), the verification stage takes 0(m2E[N,,,])=O(n2/m2) expected time. Hence, we 
do not need the independence assumption when naive checking is used for the verifi- 
cation stage. The Chemoff bound technique is to take the moment generating function 
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E[eti] of a random variable X and apply Markov’s inequality to it [IS], and it has 
been used in analyzing various algorithms [ 14, 151. 
We first compute the time in (a). As mentioned in the previous section, collecting 
text sample strings and accessing the AhoCorasick automaton with these strings take 
amortized constant time for every point in the text samples. Hence the time is propor- 
tional to the number of points in text samples. Since there are O(un/m) sample rows 
and each sample row contains O(n/h) sample points, the total number of points in text 
samples is O(un*/mIz). Since h =O(m/uq), the time in (a) is O(uuqn*/m*) which is 
O(rqn*/m*). 
We now compute the time in (b) and the time in (c). Let Nine be the total number 
of counter increments in the elimination stage. To avoid initializing the counters, a 
counter is created in a hash table when it is incremented for the first time. Then 
the counters can be accessed in expected constant time and thus the time for counter 
increments is O(Ni”,). Since the verification stage takes O(m*N,,) time, the linear 
template algorithm will take 0(rqn2/m2 + Nine + m*N,,,) time, where n, m, r, and q 
are constants, but Nine and N,,, are random variables. Hence, the expected time of the 
algorithm will be O(rqn*/m* + E[Ni”c] + m2E[Ns,,]). 
We compute the expectation E[Ni”,] of random variable Nine. Consider a fixed can- 
didate w. Recall that candidate w contains disjoint r^ text samples. Let Xi, 1 <i <i, be 
a random variable such that Xi = 1 if the ith text sample appears as a pattern sample 
of candidate w, and it is 0 otherwise. Let X =Xt + . . +&. That is, X is a random 
variable that represents the counter value of candidate w. 
When the pattern is random, the probability that a text symbol matches a pattern 
symbol is I/o. Since a text sample is of size q, we have Pr{Xi = 1) = l/aq. Thus Xj is 
a Bernoulli random variable with p = l/&r. Since Xi’s are independent and identically 
distributed random variables, X is a binomial random variable with parameters r^ and 
p = l/aq. Hence E[X] = ip = P/aq. 
Lemma 1. Let q = [log,m’l. Then E[Ni,,] =O(rrz*/m*). 
Proof. For a candidate, the expectation E[X] of its counter value (i.e., average number 
of increments) is p/a4 <f/m* because a4 >m*. Since there are (n - m + l)* candi- 
dates, the expectation E[Ni,c] of total increments Ni”, is (n - m + 1 )*E[X] < t(n - m + 
1)*/m* = O(m*/m*) by inequality (1). Cl 
We now compute the expectation of N,,,. The function ex will sometimes be denoted 
by exp(x). 
Lemma 2. For m 2 13, E[N,,,] = 0(n2/m4). 
Proof. We compute the probability that a candidate survives, i.e., Pr{X 2i - k}. Let 
X’=Xt+...+X,. SinceX>r^-k impliesX’>r--k, we have Pr{X>r^--k}<Pr{X’a 
Y - k}. In the following, we will compute Pr{X’ 2 Y - k}. 
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Using the Chemoff bound technique [18], for all real t > 0 
Pr{X’ 3 r - k} = Pr{ ety’ 2 e’(‘-k)} 
< e-f(r-k)E[efX’], 
where the inequality follows from Markov’s inequality. Since Xi’s are independent and 
identically distributed, E[eti’] = (E[eK])‘. Since Xi is a Bernoulli random variable, 
E[eK] = pe’ + 1 - p. Hence, 
Pr{X’ > Y - k} d e-‘(‘-k)( pe’ + 1 - p)’ 
< exp(-t(r - k) + rp(e’ - 1)) 
where we have pe’ + 1 - p= 1 + p(e’ - l)< exp(p(e’ - 1)) because 1 +xdeX for 
all x. Choose t which minimizes the bound, i.e., et = (Y - k)/rp. Then 
Pr{X’ar - k} < exp -(r - k)ln 
r-k 
-+r(l-p)-k 
f-p 
We choose r = 2k + 2 and show below that Pr{X > r - k} < l/m4 for large m. Since 
r(l-p)-k<r-k=k+2, 
Pr{X’>r - k} < exp -(k + 2)ln 
(2kkZ,, +(k+2)) 
= exp (k+2)ln 
Since (2k + 2)/(k + 2)<2 and p = l/a4 6 llm2, 
Pr{X’>r-k} <exp (k+2)ln$ 
> 
d exp 31n 2” 
( 1 
(2e)3 
,2 =y? 
where the second inequality follows because k B 1 and ln(2e/m2) < 0 for m >/ 3. There- 
fore, if m2 >(2e)3 (i.e., m 2 13) 
Pr{X>r^- k}<Pr{X’>r - k}<l/m4. (3) 
Finally, for all candidates we get 
E[N,,,] = (n - m + 1)2Pr{X 2F - k} <n2/m4. 0 
Theorem 1. Let r = 2k + 2 and q = [log, m’l. The expected time complexity of the 
linear template algorithm is 0(kn2(log, m2)lm2) for kd [m/[log, m21j m/2 - 1. 
Proof. By Lemmas 1 and 2, the expected time 0(rqn2/m2 + E[Ninc] + m2E[Nsw]> of
the linear template algorithm is 0(rqn2/m2) for m > 13, which is 0(kn2(log, m2)/m2). 
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By inequality (2) the sampling scheme works if r dm Lm/qj . Since r = 2k + 2 and 
q = [log, m*l , we have k ,< [m/ [log, m*l J . m/2 - 1. 
If rn < 13 then m, k, log, m are all constants. The linear template algorithm spends 
0(n2) time even in the worst case. Thus the expected time is O(n*) which is O(kn* 
(log,, m*)/m*) since m, k, log,, m are constants. 0 
The main strength of our analysis is Lemma 2, especially inequality (3). In [lo] 
Pr{X>r^ - k} was shown to be O(l/m2) and thus E[N,,,] was O(n*/m*). The anal- 
ysis of the square template algorithm is essentially the same as that of the linear 
template algorithm since in both algorithms every candidate contains at least r text 
samples. 
4. Modifications 
It is interesting to analyze the space bounds for the counters in the linear template 
algorithm and the square template algorithm because they have a factor n. We will 
present modifications of the algorithms that use space O(m*) in the worst case and 
O(k) on average while keeping the same expected time. 
In the elimination stage of the linear template algorithm we can process the first 
u sample rows, and then the second u sample rows, and so on. Since rows m - 
u+ 1, . . . . m (the first set of u sample rows) contain samples not only for candidates 
(i,j), 1 <i dm - u + 1, but also for candidates (i,j), m - u + 2 6 i em, which need 
more samples from the second set of u sample rows, we have to keep the counters 
for candidates (i,j), m - u + 2 <i <m, until we process the second set of u sample 
rows. Since we need additional 0(m2) counters when we process a set of u sample 
rows from left to right, we need to maintain O(un + m2) counters. In the worst case 
the space is O(mn) and on average it is bounded by O(kn/m) because the proba- 
bility that a counter is ever used is Pr{X > 1) <E[X] <p/m* = O(k/m*). When n is 
much larger than m as is usually the case, the space complexity has an undesirable 
factor n. 
We can remove the factor n from the space complexity by modifying the linear 
template algorithm as follows. 
1. Whereas the linear template algorithm tries to minimize parameter v (the number 
of samples in each sample row of a candidate), the modified algorithm tries to 
minimize parameter u (the number of sample rows in a candidate). Since a candidate 
can contain at most [m/q] disjoint samples in one row, we set u = [t-/[m/qj 1 and 
u = [r/u]. The step size h is again [m/uq] to have u disjoint samples in one row of 
a candidate. 
2. In order to process a set of u sample rows without maintaining counters until the 
next set of u sample rows, we take u sample rows from m - u + 1 rows (rather than 
from m rows) except the first set of u sample rows that we take from the first m 
rows. 
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Fig. 3. Text samples with linear template (O,O),(O, 1X(0,2) when n = 31, m = 11, r = 6, q = 3, u = 2, L; = 3, 
and h= 1. 
That is, the set of text samples is 
Qr(i(m-u+ l)+e,jh) 1 l<id ,O<&<u, and 
l<j< y 
L 1 
+l+(u-1)q . 
I 
The set of pattern samples is the same as that of the linear template algorithm. See 
Fig. 3 for the same example as the one in Fig. 1. 
In the elimination stage, we use the samples from the ith set of u sample rows (i.e., 
rows i(m-u+l),..., i(m - u + 1) + u - 1) only for candidates (a, b), (i - 1 )(m - 
u + 1) + 1 da < i(m - u + 1). Thus when we process a set of u sample rows, we need 
only maintain counters for candidates in 2m columns at a moment, i.e., initially for 
the first 2m columns, and when the counting for the candidates in the first m columns 
is finished, the counters for the first m columns are deleted and this space is used for 
the counters of the third m columns, and so on. 
1 
There are two ways of implementing the counters. 
Use an array CT of size 2m2. Then the space for counters is 0(m2). In this case 
we initially set all values of array CT to 0. When the counting for the candidates 
in the first m columns is finished, this part (of size m*) of array CT is reset to 0 
and it is used for the third m columns. However, if we reset all values of these m2 
entries, then it will take 0(m2) time, which will amount to O(n*) for the whole 
elimination stage. To avoid this expensive resetting, we look at the counter value 
before we increment a counter and if it is 0 then remember the counter index, e.g., 
in a stack. When we reset, we do it only for those counters which are stored in 
the stack. Then the time for resetting will be bounded by the number of nonzero 
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counters among m2 counters, i.e., O(k) on average, and thus it will not affect the 
analysis of the previous section. 
2. Use a hash table. Since the number of nonzero counters among 2m2 counters is 
O(k) on average, we set the size of the hash table to be ck for some constant c. 
Since counters are created in the hash table when they are incremented for the first 
time, we do not need initialization of counters, but we need to delete counters from 
the hash table when the counting for them has been finished. Since the hash table is 
of size O(k), we can delete the counters for which the counting has been finished 
simply by scanning the whole table in O(k) time. 
The time complexity of the modified algorithm remains the same. In a text block of 
size (m-u+l)xn it takes O(rqn/m+r(m-u)n/m2+(m-u)n/m2) time on average. Since 
there are O(n/(m-u)) such blocks, the total expected time is 0(rqn2/m(m-u)+m2/m2), 
which is 0(rqn2/m2) = 0(kn2(log, m2)/m2) if m - u = O(m). For example, if u <m/2, 
then m - u = O(m) and in this case the range of k for the modified algorithm is about 
a half of that of the linear template algorithm. 
The space complexity of the square template algorithm [lo] also contains a factor n. 
By essentially the same technique, we can modify the square template algorithm so that 
its time and space complexities are the same as those of the modified linear template 
algorithm. 
5. Conclusions 
We have presented a new analysis of the expected time complexity of approximate 
pattern matching algorithms. We also described modifications of the algorithms that 
use less space while keeping the same expected time. 
An important open problem in two-dimensional pproximate pattern matching is to 
define an appropriate measure of Levenshtein distance in two dimensions. 
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